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It’s been just less than a month since we’ve

returned to school, and we’ve wasted no

time in throwing ourselves right into it! Last

week, senior house hockey (Forms 4-6) set

this year’s house events (which are sure to

be slightly different, but just as fun!) in

motion. After-school co-curriculars also

resumed this week, and were dominated by

orchestral violinists and - much on the

contrary - thrashing rugby players up at

Mayfield, though I am sure both had

equally successful first practices!
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200g of self-raising flour
1 tsp of baking powder  
1 tbsp of  sugar     
50g of margarine
A pinch of salt
120 mls of milk (you may need a little bit more)      
a handful of sultanas (optional
half a grated apple (optional)
 ½ tsp of cinnamon 
10g of melted butter  
2 tbsp of icing sugar  
I or 2 tsp of cold water

This recipe is an easy way to make delicious cinnamon buns without
going through the lengthy, time-consuming process of making a yeast
dough. They are delicious to have with a cup of tea, but are also really
good to have on their own too! I made these buns for the first time in
Health and Food Technology last week, and it’s sure to be one I’ll be
making again at home!

Ingredients 

>>

On Sunday, the tennis

number one was disqualified

from the US Open for

accidentally hitting a

lineswoman in the throat

with a ball; Djokovic’s

Instagram post described it

as ‘a fit of frustration’. Despite

being a tennis champion

with decades of experience,

trailing 5-6 behind Pablo

Carreno Busta was too much

for such a delicate ego. No

doubt his punishment is now

far more irritating:

disqualification from the

competition and ‘fined the

prize money won at the

tournament in addition to

any or all fines levied with

respect to the offending

incident.’ Admittedly, we

can’t know the ins and outs

of Djokovic’s mind, but it

goes to show that acting

without regard for

consequence will almost

always bring harm to the

doer – a fine reminder for us

to practice social distancing

in the current climate.

Please!    

    >>
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Preheat oven to 200°C
Sieve self-raising flour and baking powder into a bowl
Add sugar and salt into the same bowl and mix until thoroughly
combined
Cut the margarine into small cubes and use your fingers to rub
in until the mixture looks like breadcrumbs 
Add the milk bit by bit and mix with a knife until a dough forms
Sprinkle some flour on a clean surface and lightly knead the
dough
Roll the dough into a rectangle that’s about A4 size
Brush the dough with the melted butter and sprinkle the
cinnamon sugar on top
(OPTIONAL) scatter the dough with sultanas or grated apple
Roll it up like a Swiss roll and cut it into 8 equal rings
Place the rings on a baking tray lined with baking paper and
place into the oven for 10-15 mins until golden brown 
Once removed from the oven, mix up some icing by combining
the icing sugar with a teaspoon or two of water until the icing
sugar is thick, then pour over the glaze and enjoy!
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>>  Unfortunately for the

England senior team, Mason

Greenwood and Phil Foden

seemed to forget this, and as

a result were sent home

from Iceland and each fined

£1360 for inviting two

Icelandic women back to

their hotel. Current COVID-19

restrictions for the team are

so strict that even family

members are not allowed to

visit. Perhaps if they were not

famous English footballers

their penalty wouldn’t be so

high; however, with

respective net-worths of 1.5

and 1 million pounds, Foden

and Greenwood won’t

struggle to pay these fines. 

 It’s curious that for such

wealthy sportsmen, and

often the rich in general, the

most common method of

discipline is a fine. Do they

even notice the money

leaving their accounts? But

maybe that isn’t the point;

after all, the majority of

people would be distraught

by this high a penalty, and all

famous people influence

their followers – why not take

advantage of that?
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TIME TO HIT THE SACK!TIME TO HIT THE SACK!
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How many of you have managed to fix your sleep schedule? I can’t

imagine many of you will be thinking “Yeah, of course I have!”. It’s been 4

weeks and I’ll admit, mine’s still wrecked!  During lockdown, many of us

started staying up into the early hours of the morning, and not waking

up until late in the afternoons (which made live classes slightly tricky!). It

was a comfortable habit, and none of us thought it would cause any

problems. But, this is where we were just slightly wrong.  There’s no

problem sleeping at strange times when you have nowhere to be during

the day. However, when you actually need to >>
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Channel 4

>> sleep at a decent hour, it becomes near impossible! 

Now we’re back at school, we have to wake up horrifically

early to catch our buses and make sure we’re sitting, ready in

maths at 9am. This is insanely difficult, as there’s a HUGE

difference between sleeping at 3am and waking up at 12pm,

and sleeping at 3am and waking up at 7am! As teenagers, our

bodies require at least 9hrs sleep to function - not 4! And we

don’t just have to function, we have to learn; socialise; play

sports and more. To continue with our busy lives (COVID-

guideline appropriate, obviously) we need to sort out our

sleep. Even just the thought of sleeping on time seems

unfathomable; however I’m going to share some tips which

might help you out: 

• Having a night time routine is key. It takes time to establish

one, however the sooner you start, the sooner you’ll have one.

• Take time to relax before you go to bed. The last thing you

do before closing your eyes, shouldn’t be frantic, last minute

chemistry homework! Try something calming, such as

listening to music. 

• If you’re struggling to fall asleep, don’t force yourself. Go do

something else until you actually feel tired.

• Lastly, a major factor contributing to our sleep troubles, is

stress. Lots of us are anxious about many different things. If

you are, please speak to somebody. School are always there to

support all of us, no matter what. A quick email to your

guidance teacher, could do the world of good.  We’re all tired

right now. School takes lots of energy and we’re still not

sleeping as much as we should be. Trying different things to

help us sleep is all worth it if in the end, one of them ends up

working!
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Extinction Rebellion is an international movement that uses “non-

violent civil disobedience, in an attempt to halt mass extinction and,

minimise the risk of social collapse”. Their first act as a movement

took place on October 31st, 2018. The organisation assembled at

Parliament Square in London, to announce a declaration of

Rebellion against the U.K. government. Since then, they have

planted trees in the middle of Parliament Square; super-glued

themselves to the gates of Buckingham Palace, whilst reading a

letter to the Queen; and had six thousand supporters gather around  
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London to peacefully block five major bridges across

the Thames. They idealise a shared vision of change in

order to tackle the government’s, “toxic system”. Last

year, on the 20th of September, the movement even

visited Dundee. Many of our HSD family attended to

share their support for environmentally friendly

change.  However, in the past week, during protests in

England, at least ninety people were arrested for

disruption. Extinction Rebellion had organised action

in London and Manchester to urge the government to

prepare for a "climate crisis". Campaigners were

arrested after they sat in the middle of the road next to

Parliament Square, which in turn, halted traffic.

Extinction Rebellion says it plans to, "peacefully disrupt

the UK Parliament in London" with 10 days of

demonstrations, until MPs back the Climate and

Ecological Emergency Bill. As of the 7th of September,

Extinction Rebellion is being considered for

reclassification, as an “organised crime group”,

following a protest that prevented many national U.K.

newspapers from daily publication. The police

commented on the situation, by claiming that

reclassifying Extinction Rebellion is for, "safeguarding

young people and adults from ideological extremism".  

Whether Extinction Rebellion should remain classified

as a friendly, non-violent group, is a question many of

us have to ask ourselves. Their intentions to save the

planet from environmental disaster are well meant,

however far should you go for something that you feel

passionately about, before you start to wreak havoc on

the planet yourself? Our Earth needs saving, and

maybe the government aren’t taking as much action

as they should be, but stopping people from getting to

work, and halting national newspaper publications are

serious, over-the-top measures. However, regardless of

the classification of Extinction Rebellion, we all need to

continue doing our part for the planet. We need to

continue doing our part, for our home.
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As mentioned in the last

article, climate change is at

the forefront of the world’s

problems, but has been

almost temporarily almost

brushed to the side, in light

of COVID-19. It is paramount

that we still do all we can to

be kind to nature, reduce our

carbon emissions and cut

down on non-recyclable

packaging. These are goals

that need to be reached

individually, and collectively

as a society, to bring lasting

change that will preserve

(not just preserve, but

further cultivate!) our

environment for future

generations.

Thank you for reading, and I

hope you have discovered

something new in doing so :)

EDITOR’S NOTE
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